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It dispenses all coin and banknote denominations in the same 
module or kit and in a single operation depending on the confi-
guration.

Possibility of manual feeding with access platforms or automatic 
feeding with Corinto conveyor belts.
Configuration of the modules and customizable and program-
mable labeling.
The times of cartridged, the cost of the cartoners, the logistics of 
the rolls of paper for cartridges, etc. are eliminated.
It will deliver the kits with the configuration desired by the client.
With 8 coin counters and 4 banknotes dispensers working in 
tandem, times per kit are optimized (e.g. a module of 9 bags with 
500 coins and 25 banknotes in 35 seconds).
Keeps a complete accounting of the coins and banknotes used 
(by dispenser, denomination, number of bags, number of batches 
per shift, etc.). 
Control of bagged kit by electronic scale, allowing to automatically 
discriminate defective kits (optional).

We allow the industrialization of the supply of 
change kits with high productivity, minimizing 
bagging times.
Reduces bank handling and risk expenses in 
manual coins and banknotes bagging operations 
to attend to the supply of change kits, payroll pay-
ments, pensioners and subsidies, among others, 
with total control and traceability.
Ideal for cash centers of banks, CIT and industry.
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*Specifications and design subject to change

Specifications

Main elements

Capacity Hopper of 10,000 euro cent coins per counter
Banknotes dispenser with 4 cassettes of 3,000 u. each

Speed 3,400 coins/minute per counter. Parallel dispensing
Bagging time per bag: 5 seconds

Dimensions mm 
(HxWxD) and weight

Electronic weight for kit control
Coin elevator for feeding counters

Power supply

Optional

220-240 VAC 50-60Hz. 450W

Industrial PC Windows included
Anti-vandal 15" keyboard and touch screen
Motorized module elevator
Emergency switch, visual and audible alarms
Highly reliable bagger
8 High speed coin dispensers 55 coins/second with discrimination by 
diameter of coin dispensed
Banknotes dispenser for up to 4 different denominations
Tag printer

The Horus back office platform speeds up the management of high volumes of cash, as well as of the people invol-
ved in the different places and process flows.

Full control and traceability of all operations.
Statistics and dashboard for machines, users, locations, companies and roles.
Different user profiles to manage and view information depending on the assigned role, both in machines and 
in Horus: User, Administrative, Technician, CIT …
Custom configuration of roles, users, and geographic area assignments available.
Alert management.
Continuously evolving platform.
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Argenteo´s User Experience

Remote and immediate management 
through Horus

Intimus consolidates many years of experience in 
dynamic software that is completely configurable 
according to the operational needs of customers with 
different user profiles.

W 1720 mm

2,000 * 1,720 * 3,520 without platform
2,000 * 2,850 * 4,300 with platform
500kg. (1,150kg. full load)


